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The two unicorns are walking through Canterlot. (Credits)
Yx Day: Ugh, this is taking way too much time... couldn’t we just...?
GreenStylus: NO. You know what happens if we do that. The stupid 
crying demo again.
Yx Day: But where on earth is this Canterplot Castle?!
GreenStylus: This may be it. Oops! Uh, the back door...?
Luna: Hello, may I uh... help you?
GreenStylus: Um, er, yeah, please, we’d like to talk to Princess Celestia.
Luna: Hang on a second... CELESTY! WAKE UP! Someponies want to 
talk to you!
Celestia: Mmmph, fine. Let them in.
Luna opens the door, G.S. and Y.D. come in. They seat in front of 
Celestia, separated by a desk.
Celestia: Hello. Please make this quick, if it is important... who are you?
Yx Day: I’m Axe Day and this is my sister, GreenStylus. I studied in 
France, but we came from Hayjing.
GreenStylus: Yes, and we don’t have any money. We spent it on hotels, 
because the trip was exhausting.
Celestia: Hotels? Wait... exhausting? You didn’t sleep on the train or 
something...?
Yx Day: Well, silly, we flew all the way from there to here!
Celestia: You f...
GreenStylus:, pushing away Yx Day (Oof!): NO WE DIDN’T! We’re old, 
boring, regular unicorns! We cannot fly! Absolutely not!
Yx Day:, flying off the ground: Stop lying, Green.
GreenStylus: YX DAY! YOUR WINGS!
Celestia: How can you have wings? They’re not even royal alicorn 
wings... I doubt that you’d kidnap a princess to get those wings!
GreenStylus: *sigh* I think we owe you the truth now, princess. You see, 
we were alicorns not because of royalty... but because a terrible legend. 
Terrible, but also beautiful. You see, the legend tells that if a pegasus 
stallion has a fish, a flower and an eagle shape in the right eye and the 
unicorn mare has them in the left eye, they could form a fruit made of 
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alicorns, just like us. My mother was an expert in magic, and was a 
scientist. She believed the legend, and did all she could to see if she had 
those “shapes”. Our father was once a Wonderbolt, very fast, and 
talented. His parents examinated his eyes and found out he had them. 
They were looking for eachother. And they found eachother. Then, that 
day... we were born at 11:49 pm, so they had 10 minutes to find somepony 
to adopt us, because they’d die at 12:00 pm. Just before dying, holding on 
life with her magic, my mother told a pegasus mare, Cloudy Dust, to take 
care of us.
Yx Day: She took care of us, like her own kids. But also had Lightning 
Dust as a daughter... She was very nice, but we were always having 
problems with her. Even me. One day, I had to go study somewhere else. I 
studied in France, at Pegaris. That’s why I kept the accent I caught there. 
Green went to Hayjing, in China. She stayed there and I joined her. Then 
we learned about that legend... We had to earn a cutie mark, an element 
and “have the universe in the eyes” before it was too late... we still have 3 
months to find those, or we’ll die. Pretty enigmatic huh? I don’t get it either. 
So we need to find the elements to... eeerrrrr...
Celestia: I understand.
GreenSylus:, taking a piece of paper: There! I’m preparing the contract...
Celestia: Wait... how can you write without a quill or a pen, or a pencil?
GreenStylus: With my magic of course!
Celestia: But that spell is for high-leveled unicorns!
Yx Day: OOH! OOH! I can do it too! Hmmmf... There. My hoofwriting is 
pretty bad with magic... heh. I wrote “Celestia Rocks!”
Celestia smiles.

Celestia: You see, my personnal student, Twilight Sparkle, has became a 
princess. She’s the element of Magic.
GreenStylus: Well that’s dumb.
Celestia: What do you mean?
GreenStylus: We have Generosity, Kindness and stuff, and then... all of a 
sudden, Magic.
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Celestia: I must admit this is pretty strange. I’ve studied the elements, 
turns out “Solidarity” didn’t come out.
Yx Day: Solidariwhat?
Celestia: Solidarity. I’ve always thought Twilight was smart and was 
Solidarity: thinking, thinking to find a way to help ponies.
They stopped in front of a door, with a pink star on it.
Celestia: Princess Twilight?
Twilight Sparkle:, popping out of her room: Hello Princess Celestia! I was 
reading a book about raccoons. It is very inter... BY CELESTIA’S BEARD! 
Alicorns!
Yx Day took a proud look, while GreenStylus looked intimidated.
Twilight Sparkle: But you’re not princesses. Your wings aren’t big like 
mine. They’re still pretty though!
Celestia: Calm down, Twilight. They are prone to the legend of the Alicorn 
Eye.
Twilight Sparkle: That old tale? It’s the only one I thought couldn’t be real. 
But really? That’s awesome!
Celestia: And guess what, ponies. Yx Day and GreenStylus shall be my 
new personnal students. You girls have great horn power. You need to 
develop your knowledge.
GreenStylus: REALLY? Awesome! I’m going to study magic! With Cloudy 
Dust, we couldn’t really study. I had to look for books everywhere and 
sometimes guess them. But it’s very rare it’s the good one, it’s even rare I 
try... Thank you princess!
Twilight Sparkle: What? But that’s what she told ME...
Celestia: Well Twilight, I count on you to introduce them to your friends.
Twilight Sparkle: Sure, er, princess. Celestia goes away. So! Girls! You 
are right in time for Pinkie Pie’s party. She’s the element of Laughter. 
She’s free today, she doesn’t work.
Yx Day: She works?
Twilight Sparkle: Yes, at Sugarcube Corner. She’s not the only one. 
Rarity has her own fashion line now. Rainbow Dash is trying to be part of 
the Wonderbolts, and Applejack works in her farm, Sweet Apple Acres.
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There’s also Fluttershy. She doesn’t really “work”, and there’s *bumps into 
door* OUCH! Oh, hey Pinkie.
A pink pony appeared to the door, looking at the new ponies.
Pinkie Pie: Oh, alicorns! I bet your parents had shapes in the eyes, a 
pegasus and an unicorn! I bet you’ll die soon if you don’t get an element a 
cutie mark and space in your eyeballs! Got it!
GreenStylus: Wow, you’re good at guessing!
Pinkie Pie: Actually I read it in Twilight’s book! C’m’on, you’re here for the 
party? You must be Celestia’s new student.
Pinkie runs in the party room, while the three alicorns enter it.
Applejack: Howdy! I’m Applejack. Pinkie told us about your “problem”. 
We’re sure to help you!
Rainbow Dash: Well of course! Well... almost. Maybe.
Rarity: Alicorns! How wonderful!
Fluttershy: Isn’t it dangerous, just sitting there and do nothing? You two 
could die in 3 months...
GreenStylus: Don’t worry. We’re not too scared. I am GreenStylus.
Yx Day: Me, Axe Day! Just call me XD. “Yx Day”.
Rarity: I’m Rarity, owner of the Carrousel Boutique.
Rainbow Dash: Well um, my real nam... my name is Rainbow Dash.
Fluttershy: Um, uh... Fluttershy.

GreenStylus: Fluttershy?
Applejack: Wow. You have good ears.
Rainbow Dash: Well let’s see if you have good wings!
Yx Day: I’d say I can do a Sonic DayBoom.
Rainbow Dash: Let’s see that...?
The dark pink alicorn walked to the cliff. She jumped and dived... she was 
so fast, she became white. The colors Gold, pink and purple jumped out of 
her hair, making a beautiful daybow.
Pinkie Pie: WOW! A DAYBOW!
Rainbow Dash: I admit you’re real fast. And you Green?
GreenStylus: Wowowow, hey! I just arrived and we give me a flying 
challenge??
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Rarity: Ugh, if the GreenBoom is as BROWN as you...
GreenStylus: Sheesh, MILADY! It’s not as if I was strawberry pink with a 
green mane and brown eyes! I’m doing it.
Rarity: ... I admit you DO have the sense of colors.
GreenStylus dived, flew as fast as she could.
GreenStylus: Come on, Greeny. Just fly quick and concentrate... Come 
on; come on!
The colors bursted out of her hair, green, yellow and white.
GreenStylus: I... I can’t believe it... I MADE A SONIC GREENBOO...!!
PLOOSH! The brown mare fell into the water. Her friends worried, but 
soon, she got out of the water... standing on a wave! She did magic tricks, 
controlling water. The others were amazed.
Twilight Sparkle: How can she...? That spell doesn’t exist! Or maybe I 
don’t know it...
Fluttershy: Wow, Green. I didn’t know that was possible.
Pinkie Pie: Can YOU do that, Twilight?
Twilight Sparkle: Oh, um yeah! Sure! Uh oh... I’ll have to use ... the 
forbidden spell. I have no choice, now... I have to know what spell she 
uses. Wow, tough one... Unhhh...
The purple pony lit her horn... did what she could... water moved a bit. But 
a bit. She was gaining some hope... until... her horn gave up. Light came 
out of her horn, her eyes went bright and white, and the alicorn fell down.
Rainbow Dash: TWILIGHT! Are you okay?
GreenStylus: I didn’t do anything!!! I swear!
Fluttershy: Of course you wouldn’t do such a thing. You’re our friend!
Rarity: Rainbow, you better take her to Zecora. How about you two check 
on her?
Yx Day: Sorry, but I Pinkie Promised that I’d help Pinkie take the cake...
Rainbow Dash: Oh! Okay. Come, Green.

Twilight wakes up in the infirmary. Emerald green eyes are looking at her.
GreenStylus: Ah! You waked up. I was playing on my DS. It’s a device 
from next to China. Zecora said you were too much forcing on yo...
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Twilight threw some magic at GreenStylus, who jumped to the side to 
avoid the blast. Twilight was going crazy. She threw more magic at 
GreenStylus... who had to do the Hush Now Spell.
GreenStylus: Ah! She’s sleeping. What kind of dream did she have...? I 
better leave her alone.
When she got out of the room, she met Pinkie.
Pinkie Pie: Sooo? How did it gooo?
GreenStylus: Like she didn’t want to talk to me.
Pinkie Pie: Awwh, it didn’t go THAT bad did it?
GreenStylus: No. It went WORSE! She was throwing power balls at me! I 
had to use the hush now spell! She was INSANE!
Pinkie Pie: Oh ... She must’ve had a bad dream, that’s all. Now, what if 
we went to the party?
GreenStylus: Sure, why not.
But she didn’t know what was starting to appear on her flank...

Rarity: Great! Now everypony is here... well, almost. We can’t eat the 
cake!
Pinkie Pie: WAIIIT! The bonus guests (which are the habitants of 
Ponyville and Canterlot!)! They’ll arrive in 3, 2, 1...
A huge group of ponies rushed in the festivities room.
Peach Cream: I’m Peach Cream! Call me Peach.
Saxo Jackson: Me Saxo Jackson.
GreenStylus: Hi, Peach... Hi, Saxon, uh, Saxo.
Yx Day:, shouting from the table: HEY EVERYPONY! I’M AXE DAY!
Everypony was dancing. Flash Sentry approached Applejack that was 
cutting the cake.
Flash Sentry: Um, hey AJ.
Applejack: Hey Flash! Twi’ is sick.
Flash Sentry: Oh yeah? Poor her.
Applejack: ... Arn’t ya gonna visit her?
Flash Sentry: No...? Hey you know where’s Rainbow Dash?
Applejack: Um... other side of the cake.
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Flash Sentry: Um, er, hey Rainbow.
Rainbow Dash: Hey! Twilight is sick.
Flash Sentry: Yeah, I know *munch*
Rainbow Dash: You aren’t going to... visit her?
Flash Sentry: Nooo?
Rainbow Dash: Wait, you don’t love her?
Flash Sentry: No! Who told you that?
Rainbow Dash: I dunno... but at the GGG...
Flash Sentry: *sigh* I invited her because she was the new princess, so I 
guess I could invite her just to... you know.
Rainbow Dash: I see. That’s so not cool of you.
Flash Sentry: I know, but nopony likes or loves me.
Rainbow Dash: She does!
Flash Sentry: *groan*
Meanwhile, the puprle alicorn was waking up. She listened to the music 
and stood up.
Twilight Sparkle: I wonder what the disco party is about. I guess I can 
dance now.
She opens the door, seeing a lot, a looot of ponies dancing, and laughing. 
She saw Flash Sentry next to Rainbow Dash.
Twilight Sparkle: Uh oh... I don’t think this is my lucky day...
Pinkie Pie: Oh hey Twilight! You woke up! Feelin’ better?
Twilight Sparkle: Um, yeah! Better... And er, what is this party about?
Pinkie Pie: GreenStylus and Axe Day! Duh!
Twilight Sparkle: Wow, uh... okay.

Pinkie Pie: Bye Saxo! Heyyy, what’s up Light? Hey Hey, Sunfire! Didn’t 
say goodbye?
Rarity: Fee-uh! That was tiring.
Yx Day: You mean awesome! When I was in Pegaris, nopony played and 
liked me. Here we accept differences! I love this place!
Rarity: Now, let’s girl-chat a bit. How many slows did you get?
Rainbow Dash: Ugh... 3.
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Applejack: Um, ah think... 2!
Pinkie Pie, Yx Day: We don’t care!
Fluttershy: uh... fforty-six.

GreenStylus: 0...
Rarity: Fluttershy, dear, speak a bit louder, would you?
Fluttershy: forty-six.

Rarity: Beg my pardon?
Fluttershy: FORTY-SIX!
Rarity: Your new personnal record! For my concern, I danced with all of 
them. And you, Twilight?
Twilight Sparkle: Uh, well 4. New record too! It must be because I’m a 
princess, now, I guess...
Rarity: And you, Green, have danced 0 slows? How bad! I don’t find you 
ugly at all! You’re all fabulous, my dear! I wonder how you didn’t get to 
dance with those magnifique emerald eyes.
Yx Day: Only thing not BROWN about her!
Rarity: Oh, stop it, Yx Day. Rainbow darling, with who did you slow? Who 
did you ask?
Rainbow Dash: 2 slows with Flash Sentry and 1 with Soarin. Flash asked, 
I asked Soarin.
Applejack: Wooh! You like him?
Rainbow Dash: No, it’s just an honnor! I can’t believe the Wonderbolts 
attended GreenStylus and Yx Day’s party.
Fluttershy: Wow, Flash must like you.
Rainbow Dash: Ugh, this guy’s a creep sometimes.
Twilight Sparkle: Uh oh... I’m getting unluckier every second!
Rarity: And you Twilight?
Twilight Sparkle: Oh... Um, uh... don’t wanna tell.
Spike:, entering the room: Huf! Hey girls! You... Who are you?
GreenStylus: I’m GreenStylus! And you’re just tooo cute!
Yx Day: Axe Day! But call me Yx Day, since you’re my new friend!
Spike: Nice to meet you! I think we should go to sleep now. We had a long 
day. I was at Joe’s, to help him. Good night!


